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1. Introduction

Recent technologies and tools generated excessive data in bioinformatics domain. For example, microarrays measure expression levels of ten thousands of genes simultaneously in a single chip. Measurements involve relative expression values of each gene through an image processing task.

Biological data requires both low and high level analysis to reveal significant information that will shed light into biological facts such as disease prediction, annotation of a gene function and guide new experiments. In that sense, researchers are seeking for the effect of a treatment or time course change befalling. For example, they may design a microarray experiment treating a biological organism with a chemical substance and observe gene expression values comparing with expression value before treatment. This treatment or change make researchers focus on groups of genes, other biological molecules that have significant relationships with each other under similar conditions. For instance, gene class labels are usually unknown, since there is a little information available about the data. Hence, data analysis using an unsupervised learning technique is required. Clustering is an unsupervised learning technique used in diverse domains including bioinformatics. Clustering assigns objects into the same cluster, based on a cluster definition. A cluster definition or criterion is the similarity between the objects. The idea is that one needs to find the most important cliques among many from the data. Therefore, clustering is widely used to obtain biologically meaningful partitions. However, there is no best clustering approach for the problem on hand and clustering algorithms are biased towards certain criteria. In other words, a particular clustering approach has its own objective and assumptions about the data.

Diversity of clustering algorithms can benefit from merging partitions generated individually. Ensemble clustering provides a framework to merge individual partitions from different clustering algorithms. Ensemble clustering may generate more accurate clusters than individual clustering approaches. Here, an ensemble clustering framework is implemented as described in [10] to aggregate results from K-means, hierarchical clustering and C-means algorithms. We employ C-means instead of spectral clustering in [10]. We also use different
data sets. Two different biological datasets are used for each algorithm. A comparison of the results is presented. In order to evaluate the performance of the ensemble clustering approach, one internal and one external cluster validation indices are used. Silhouette (S) [31] is the internal validation index and C-rand [23] is the external one. The chapter reviews some clustering algorithms, ensemble clustering methods, includes implementation, and conclusion sections.

2. Clustering algorithms

Clustering biological data is very important for identification of co-expressed genes, which facilitates functional annotation and the elucidation of biological pathways. Accurate predictions can serve as a guide for targeting further experiments and generating additional hypotheses. Furthermore, accurate predictions can facilitate identification of disease markers and targets for drug design [4]; clustering can also be used to determine whether certain patterns exist near viral integration sites[16].

Current algorithms used in gene clustering have some drawbacks. For example, K-means algorithm is sensitive to noise that is inherent in gene expression data. In addition, the solution (i.e. the final clustering) that the K-means algorithm finds may not be a global optimum since it relies on randomly chosen initial objects. However, K-means-based methods are prevalent in the literature such as [12, 17, 33]. K-means works upon randomly chosen centroid points that represent the clusters. The objects are assigned to the closest clusters based on distance calculation regarding centroid points. For example, the dataset illustrated in Figure 1 is assigned two centroids.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1.** The dataset and two centroid points

The distance between any object from the dataset to both of the centroid points are calculated and the objects are assigned to the closest cluster represented by the closest centroid point as seen in Figure 2. Then new centroid points of clusters are calculated and objects are assigned to the closest clusters regarding the distance to new centroid points. Recalculation of centroid points and assignment of objects to new clusters goes on till centroids points remain the same as in Figure 3.
Another method, Self-organizing Map (SOM), is one of the machine-learning techniques widely used in gene clustering. A recent study is [14]. SOM requires a grid structured input that makes it ineffective.

Figure 2. Initial clusters

Figure 3. Iteration of K-means

Hierarchical clustering (HC) algorithms are also widely used and area of two types: agglomerative and divisive. In agglomerative approach objects are all in different clusters and they are merged till they are all in the same cluster as seen in Figure 4. Two important drawbacks of the HC algorithms are that they are not robust and they have high computational complexity. HC algorithms are “greedy” which often means that the final solution is suboptimal due to locally optimal choices being made in initial steps, which turn out to be poor choices with respect to the global solution. A recent study is [26].

Graph-theoretical clustering techniques exist in which the genomic data are represented by nodes and edges of a graph. Network methods have been applied to identify and characterize various biological interactions [13]. Identification of clusters using networks is
often intractable, that is finding an optimal partition of a graph is an NP-hard problem [1]. NP-hard is a class of problems that are at least as hard as NP-complete problems. NP-complete is a class of problems that are in NP and reducible to an NP-complete problem in polynomial time. Some examples of graph theory-based clustering approaches are: [30] and [24].

Model-based clustering approaches are the ones using probability distributions to predict the distribution of gene expression data. However, gene expression data does not have a unique distribution. Some examples are given in [19] and [34].

Sub-space clustering (biclustering) methods, which employ the reasoning that one gene may belong to multiple pathways or no pathways are also used in the literature as in [28]. There are also optimization-based algorithms as in [15], spectral algorithms as in [25], fuzzy algorithms as in [32], meta-heuristics as in [18] used for clustering genomic data.

3. Ensemble clustering

Combining diverse partitions from different clustering algorithms may result in high quality and robust clusters, since ensemble approaches such as bagging and boosting used in classification problems have proven to be effective [22]. The fact that the objects have various features makes it difficult to find an optimal clustering of similar objects. In other words, objects may be classified based on different features such as size, color, and age. In that sense, ensemble clustering is a promising heuristic combining results based on different features.

Figure 5 represents a clustering ensemble framework. CAs are clustering algorithms, Ps are partitions generated by them, N is number of clustering algorithms and partitions FC is the consensus function and CP is the consensus partition.

Ensemble clustering requires the following tasks [2]:

1. selection of base clustering algorithms
2. definition of a consensus function
3. merging of individual partitions by the chosen consensus function

[2] apply an ensemble approach for clustering scale-free graphs. They use metrics based on the neighborhood which uses the adjacency list of each node and considers the nodes as having several common neighbors, the clustering coefficient, and the shortest path betweenness of nodes in the network. The scale-free graph used in the study is from a budding yeast PPI network that contained 15147 interactions between 4741 proteins. It is reported that ensemble clustering can provide improvements in cluster quality for scale-free graphs based upon the preliminary results. [3] propose an ensemble clustering framework to extract functional modules that are relevant biologically in protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks. Their method attempts to handle the noisy false positive interactions and specific topological interactions present in the network. The method uses graph clustering algorithms, repeated bisections, direct k-way partitioning, and multilevel k-way partitioning, to obtain the base partitions. The method utilizes two topological distance matrices. One of the distance matrices is based on the clustering coefficient [36], and the other distance matrix is generated using the betweenness measure [29]. The proposed study demonstrates a soft ensemble method such that proteins are allowed to be assigned to more than one cluster. Empirical evaluation of the different ensemble methods in the study shows the superior performance of the proposed ensemble framework.

Fuzzy clustering algorithms are widely used with well-understood properties and benefits in various applications. Nevertheless, there has been very little analysis of using fuzzy clustering algorithms in regards to generating the base partitions in cluster ensembles. [35] compares hard and fuzzy C-means [7] algorithms in the well-known evidence-accumulation framework of cluster ensembles. In the study, it is observed that the fuzzy C-means approach requires much fewer base partitions for the cluster ensemble to converge, and is more tolerant of outliers in the data.

[5] propose a fuzzy ensemble clustering approach to address the issue of unclear boundaries between the clusters from the biological and biomedical gene expression data analysis. The approach takes into account their inherent fuzziness. The goal of the study is improving the accuracy and robustness of clustering results. After applying random projections to obtain lower dimensional gene expression data, the method applies the fuzzy K-means algorithm on the low dimensional data to generate multiple fuzzy base clusters. Then, the fuzzy clusters are combined using a similarity matrix where the elements of the matrix are generated by the
fuzzy t-norms algorithm, and finally, the fuzzy K-means algorithm is applied to the rows of the similarity matrix to obtain the consensus clustering. It is demonstrated that the proposed ensemble approach is competitive with the other ensemble methods.

High throughput data may be generated by microarray experiments. If the dataset is very large, it is possible to generate an ensemble of clustering solutions, or partition the data so that clustering may be performed on tractable-sized disjoint subsets [20]. The data can then be distributed at different sites, for which a distributed clustering solution with a final merging of partitions is a natural fit. [20] introduce two new approaches to combining partitions represented by sets of cluster centers. It is stated that these approaches provide a final partition of data that is comparable to the best existing approaches and that the approaches can be 100,000 times faster while using much less memory. The new algorithms are compared with the best existing cluster ensemble approaches that cluster all of the data at once, and a clustering algorithm designed for very large datasets. Fuzzy and hard K-means based clustering algorithms are used for the comparison. It is demonstrated that the centroid-based ensemble merging algorithms presented in the study generated partitions which are as good as the best label vector method, or the method of clustering all the data at once. The proposed algorithms are also more efficient in terms of speed.

[11] propose evidence accumulation clustering based on dual rooted prim tree cuts (EAC-DC). The proposed algorithm computes the co-association matrix based on a forward algorithm that repeatedly adds edges to Prim’s minimum spanning tree (MST) to identify clusters until a satisfying criterion is met. A consensus cluster is then generated from the co-association matrix using spectral partitioning. Here, a MST is a fully connected sub-graph with no cycles and a dual-rooted tree is obtained by finding the union of two sub-trees. They test their approach using the Iris dataset [8], the Wisconsin breast cancer dataset [27] (both obtained from [9]) and synthetic datasets, and presented a comparison of their results with other existing ensemble clustering methods.

[22] use a cluster ensemble in gene expression analysis. In the proposed ensemble framework, the partitions generated by each individual clustering algorithm are converted into a distance matrix. The distance matrices are then combined to construct a weighted graph. A graph partitioning approach is then used to generate the final set of clusters. It is reported that the ensemble approach yields better results than the best individual approach on both synthetic and yeast gene expression datasets.

[10] merge multiple partitions using evidence accumulation. Each partition generated by a clustering algorithm is used as a new piece of knowledge, to help uncover the relationships between objects. For this chapter, we adopt their ensemble approach. The core idea behind the ensemble approach here is constructing the co-association matrix by employing a voting mechanism for the partitions generated using individual clustering algorithms. A co-association matrix \( C \) is constructed based upon the formulation below, where \( n_{ij} \) is the number of times the object pair \((i, j)\) is assigned to the same cluster among the \( N \) different partitions:

\[
C(i, j) = \frac{n_{ij}}{N}
\]

After constructing the co-association matrix, [10] use single linkage hierarchical clustering to obtain the new cluster tree (dendrogram) and then use a cut-off value corresponding to the maximum life time (difference between merge points where branching starts) on the tree.
They also employ the same ensemble framework using K-means partitions with different parameters. They test their algorithms on ten different datasets, comparing the results with other ensemble clustering methods. They report that their ensemble approach can identify the clusters with arbitrary shapes and sizes, and perform better than the other combination methods.

4. Implementation

We employ the ensemble approach described in [10]. Different set of base clustering algorithms are chosen and implemented on protein and lymphoma datasets.

Protein dataset consists of 698 objects (corresponding to protein folds) with 125 attributes. The protein dataset contains 698 proteins from 125 samples. The real clusters correspond to the four classes of protein−folds: $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\alpha/\beta$ and $\alpha+\beta$ protein classes. DLBCL−B is 2−channel custom cDNA microarray dataset. This is a B cell lymphoma dataset with predefined three subtypes [21].

The ensemble clustering algorithm uses an array of vectors data structure for each of the file, in order to use the dynamic memory allocation and starts with initializing the file content in the vectors. The algorithm also processes the vectors and generates two temporary matrices with the dimension of maximum vector length. The ensemble clustering algorithm steps are as follows:

Algorithm 1 Ensemble Clustering Algorithm

| Require: partitions |
| Ensure: distance matrix |

\[
\text{for } i = 0 \text{ to } \max(V[n]) \text{ do} \\
\text{for } j = 0 \text{ to } \max(V[n]) \text{ do} \\
\text{for } k = 0 \text{ to } n \text{ do} \\
\quad \text{if } V[k].\text{elementAt}(i) = V[k].\text{elementAt}(j) \text{ then} \\
\quad \quad C[i][j] = C[i][j] + 1/n \\
\quad \text{end if} \\
\quad D[i][j] = 1 - C[i][j] \\
\text{end for} \\
\text{end for} \\
\text{end for} \\
\]

Here, $n$ is the number of files, $V[n]$ are the vectors holding the content of each file. $\max(V[n])$ is the length of the longest vector, $C[i][j]$ is the co-association matrix and $D[i][j]$ is the distance matrix. The algorithm iterates through the two dimensional matrix via $i$ and $j$ loop variables inside a nested loop at lines 1 and 2 and for each member of the matrix, all the vectors are processed inside the loop via $k$ loop variable at line 3. The condition of equality for the selected vector with the selected loop variables $i$ and $j$, causes an increase on the co-association matrix elements at lines 4 and 5. Finally the distance matrix is calculated at line 7. After obtaining the distance matrix, hierarchial clustering with complete linkage is used to generate the dengrogram. The dendrogram is cut at a certain level to obtain consensus partition.
Ensemble approach is coded as a java application which is available upon request. The software allows addition of many partitions to generate the distance matrix of the corresponding ensemble. Files including the partitions can be added by clicking on the “Add File” button as seen in Figure 6. Distance matrix of the ensemble is generated by “Calculate” button.

Figure 6. File input interface

The output is displayed on a separate screen as demonstrated on Figure 7. The output with csv format can be written into a file by clicking on the “Output CSV” button.

Figure 7. Example clusters

Considering two different partitions of a dataset with six objects which are (1, 1, 2, 1, 3, 3) and (2, 2, 1, 3, 3), the algorithm’s output is the distance matrix:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 1 & 1 \\
0.5 & 0.5 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0.5 & 0.5 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

The distance matrix is used in hierarchical clustering with complete linkage and the following dendrogram is generated. The dendrogram is cut at a level to give three clusters. The
corresponding partition is (1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3) which is the same as second partition (2, 2, 1, 3, 3).

![Figure 8. Example clusters](image)

We employ hierarchical clustering, K-means and C-means to obtain base partitions. K-means and hierarchical clustering algorithm are implemented using R base package, C-means is implemented using R e1071 package. Silhouette and C-rand indices are utilized to evaluate the performance of individual and ensemble algorithms. Silhouette and C-rand values are calculated using R clusterSim and flexclust packages respectively. Silhouette is an internal measure of compactness and separation of clusters [6]. The silhouette index values are between -1 and 1 representing worst and best values. C-rand is an external measure of agreement between two partitions. C-rand has maximum value of 1 and it can take negative values. The silhouette and C-rand values found by the base and ensemble algorithms are given in Table 1. Ensemble approach improves clustering result both for the protein and DLBCL-B datasets. Ensemble approach finds better C-rand value, 0.157 than values by K-means and C-means, 0.127 for the protein dataset. Ensemble approach also finds the best C-rand value, 0.135 compared to values generated by individual clustering algorithms, 0.021, 0.063, 0.098. However, the ensemble approach makes S values worse in most cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Num. of clusters</th>
<th>S value</th>
<th>C value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-means</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLBCL-B</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.034</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-means</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Index values for base and ensemble algorithms
5. Conclusion

Clustering groups of objects such that similar ones are placed in the same cluster, and in its application to biological datasets are very important in that it can help identification of natural groups of biological entities that might give insight about biomarkers. In this chapter, we review some clustering algorithms applied to biological data. Ensemble clustering approaches for biological data are also reviewed. Implementation of K-means, C-means and HC algorithms and merging of the algorithms using an ensemble framework are presented using two different datasets. The datasets are protein and DLBCL-B. Two different cluster validation indices, adjusted rand and silhouette, are used for comparing the partitions from individual algorithms and ensemble clustering. Investigating Table 1, we conclude that merging individual partitions improves C-rand values meaning that ensemble approach finds partitions similar to the real partitions. Ensemble approach is coded as a Java application and available upon request.
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